A. Wild
B. Titanic
C. Domestic
D. Everybody has one…
E. Come again?
F. Labor
G. 50°43'N, 5°55'E
H. Actions
I. Post-It®
J. Dresses, simply
K. Boor or Boo-er
L. Aubergine
M. Beatles 1965 release

Season’s Greetings
CROSSTIC 2012
Shorter! Smaller! Easier?
Just answer the CLUES (A through M), then transfer each letter (e.g., E-62) to the corresponding square in the GRID (62-E).
Work both directions, using pieces you have solved to help you guess more of the puzzle.
Bonus prize: The first column of number-blanks (reading downward) will reveal the author of the quote in the puzzle.